MERRITT PATTERSON AND JUSTIN KELLY STAR TOGETHER IN ‘BAD DATE CHRONICLES,’
A HALLMARK CHANNEL PREMIERE FEBRUARY 29TH

STUDIO CITY, CA – February 3, 2020 – Merritt Patterson (“Picture A Perfect Christmas,” “Wedding March 4”) and Justin Kelly (“Hudson & Rex”) star in “Bad Date Chronicles” a Hallmark Channel premiere airing Saturday, February 29, (9 p.m. ET/PT) on Hallmark Channel as part of the network’s annual “Love Ever After” programming event.

Leigh (Patterson) runs the website "Bad Date Chronicles," which allows people to anonymously post horrible date experiences. When rival blogger Conner (Kelly) becomes the subject of one of her posts, they agree to date each other to see which one is the "bad dater."

"Bad Date Chronicles" is from Larry Levinson Productions and Lighthouse Pictures. James Goehring, Shawn Williamson and Larry Levinson are Executive Producers, and Kevin Leslie is Producer. Steven R. Monroe directed a script written by Rick Garman.
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